Case Study: Trevor Shaw Ltd.

What processes is Insite
Teams used for?
Insite is used for two purposes. One for producing
snag lists for our painters and secondly to log
and provide lists to our clients of our completed
works and any extra works that arise outside
of our contract, for example damage.

About Trevor Shaw
We are a commercial painting and decorating
contractor working for main contractors on major
projects throughout the North of England, which
have included the tallest residential building in
Leeds, the refurbishment of the Grade 1 Listed
Piece Hall in Halifax and a multi-million-pound
residential development in Central Manchester.
Over 60 years of experience, has given us an
extensive industry knowledge and expertise,
allowing us to offer our client’s the very best of
service.

Solutions
Solution 1  Snagging
We snag our painters’ work as soon as
an area, for example an apartment, is
completed and then using a portable
printer, produce a list of the work to
be carried out. Once the works are
completed the Insite record is updated.
Insite is the invaluable connection
between our operatives, site staff and
office based managers to both monitor
the progression of works and also allow
for the correct and expeditious payment
of wages.

Solution 2  Variation Tracking
Insite allows us to keep a photographic
record of our completed works. These
are used as a reference against any
damage or additional works that occur.
It has often been instrumental in solving
disputes regarding whether or not extra
works fall within our contract or are
chargeable extras.
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How much time and money
do you save each month?
It is difficult to put an exact figure on how much
time or money using Insite saves. There are quicker
methods of record production and completion but
Insite ensures we have a single point, comprehensive
record of our works which undoubtedly saves us
management time as all records are easy to find.
Most importantly, the photographic record ensures
that we have both evidence of our completed works
and proof that certain works are chargeable beyond
our contract cost; ensuring we gain full profit from
each project.
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“Insite is the invaluable
connection between our
operatives, site staff and
office based managers,
to both monitor the
progression of works and
also allow for the correct
and expeditious payment
of wages.”
Steve Ellis
Operations Manager / steve.ellis@trevorshaw.org.uk
Steve has over 20 years construction industry experience planning labour and managing office based
project requirements. Steve has been with Trevor Shaw for almost 15 years, and manages the company
labour and project co-ordination between teams.
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